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TheST4/ChampoUionmission
is designedtorendezvouswithand
land onthecomet
Tempel 1 and return data from the first-ever sampling of a comet surface. Ion propulsion is
an enabling technology for this mission. The ion propulsion system on ST4 consists of three
ion engines each essentially identical to the single engine that flew on the DS1 spacecraft.
The ST4 propulsion system will operate at a maximum input power of 7.5 kW (3.4 times
greater than that demonstrated on DSl), will produce a maximum thrust of 276 mN, and
will provide a total AV of 11.4 M s . To accomplish this the propulsion system will carry
385 kg of xenon. All three engines will be operated simultaneously for the first 168 days of
the mission. The nominal mission requires that each engine
be capable of processing 118
kg. If one engine fails after 168 days, the remaining two engines can perform the mission,
but must be capable of processing 160 kg of xenon, or twice the original thruster design
requirement.Detailedanalyses
of thethrusterwear-outfailuremodescoupledwith
experiencefromlong-durationenginetestsindicatethatthethrustershaveahigh
probability of meeting the 160-kg throughput requirement.
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the single-ion-engine system used on DS 1. The ST4
multi-engine SEP system is a technology applicable to
many other deep-space missions of interest including
MercuryOrbiter,Neptune
Orbiter, Titan Explorer,
Saturn Ring Observer, Europa Lander, Comet Sample
Return,andVenusSampleReturn,
as well as to a
variety of near-Earth-spacemissions. Electric power
for the SEP system and the spacecraft will be provided
at 1AU)
by an advancedaIO-kW(beginning-of-life
solar array having a specific mass of approximately 10
kg/kW.

Introduction

Space Technology 4 (ST4)/Champollion is the
fourth mission in NASA’s New Millennium program.
The first mission in this series was Deep Space 1 (DSl)
which
was
launched
in
October, 1998
and
demonstrated, for the first time, the use of ion
propulsion as the primary propulsion system for a deepspace mission. The objectives for ST4/Champollion
are flight
to
validate technologies, systems and
procedures
necessary
for rendezvous,
landing
and
anchoring a science payload on comet
a
[I]. In
addition, this mission seeks to acquire science data on
the properties, composition and morphology of a comet
while performing the first-ever sampling and analysis
of the surface and subsurface. In situ investigation of a
cometary nucleus is expected to provide key data for
understanding the origin of the solar system. ST4 is
scheduledforanApril2003launchusingaDelta
I1
7925
and
will
arrive at the comet
Tempel
1
approximately three years later.
The heliocentric AV required to catchuptoand
rendezvous with the comet will be provided by a multiengine solar electric propulsion (SEP) system based on

Why Ion Propulsion for ST4?

Theuse of ionpropulsion for cometrendezvous
missions is adream that has long fascinated mission
planners andelectricpropulsion
technologists alike.
Serious
mission
and
system
studies for comet
rendezvous missionsbeganin
the 1960’s (see for
example Refs. 2-4) following the successful operation
of thefirstbroad-beam,electron-bombardment
ion
engine in the laboratoryatNASA’sLewisResearch
Center (now the Glenn Research Center) in 1960 [5].
Numerous comet rendezvous mission studies based on
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theuse of ion propulsionfollowed in thesubsequent
three decades. References 6-20 representonlyasmall
fraction of these studies. Ion propulsion is a natural tit
for comet
rendezvous
and
comet
sample
return
missions because the highly elliptical, inclined orbit of
atypicalshort-periodcometrequiresa
substantial
heliocentric AV totransferaspacecraftbetween
the
Earth's orbit and the comet's orbit.
As is characteristicof NASA's newapproachto
deep-space missions, ST4 is being designed to meet its
mission objectives whle operating under strict funding
constraints. The multi-engine ion propulsion system on
ST4 enables the use of the Delta I1 7925 launch vehicle.
Without the use of SEP,amuchlargerandmore
expensive launch vehicle would be requiredand the
ST4/Chmpollion mission would be unaffordable. This
is a direct consequence of the heliocentric AV required
from the propulsion system. The SEP system for ST4
must provide a total AV of approximately 1 1.4 M s .
To provide anequivalent
AV with a conventional
Earth-storable
chemical
propulsion system
would
require an enormous increase in propellant mass and a
significantlylarger launch vehicle.
Forexample,
the International Rosetta Mission
being
developed
by
ESA
is being
designed
to
rendezvous with the comet 46PNirtanen and 'is
scheduled for launch in January 2003
[21].
The
Rosetta spacecraft does not use ion propulsion, instead
it has anon-board,bi-propellantpropulsionsystem
which provides a AV capability of 1.44 km/s (nearly a
factor of 8 less than the AV capability of the ST4 onboard ion propulsion system). Furthermore, the Rosetta
propulsion system requires propellant
a
mass
of
1390 kg compared to 385 kg of xenon for ST4. This
results in 46% of the Rosetta spacecraft initial wet mass
beingpropellant.Incontrast,
only 33% of the ST4
initial mass is propellant even though it provides eight
times the AV of the Rosetta propulsion system.
The
lower
AV capability of the
chemical
propulsion system on Rosetta requires that the launch
vehicle inject the spacecraft to asignificantlyhigher
hyperbolic excess velocity (relative to the Earth) than is
required for ST4. In addition, the RosettaMission
requiresa time consumingMars-Earth-Earth gravity
assist
trajectory
to pick
up
sufficient
energy
to
rendezvous with the comet resulting in a total trip time
of approximately nine years. This is three times the trip
time required for ST4 which requires no gravity-assist
maneuvers.

NSTAR

"

The ion propulsion system for ST4 is based on the
ion propulsion technology developed under the NSTAR
(NASA Solar electric
propulsion
Technology
Application Readiness) program. The objective of this
on-going
program
overcome
tois
the
barriers
preventing the use of SEP and enable ion propulsion to
enter the mainstream of deep-space propulsion options.
Specifically,thisprogram
is designedtoobtainthe
information needed by a program manager to baseline
the use of ion propulsion on a deep-space mission, to
validate ion propulsion technology through the flight
test on Deep Space 1, and to
transfer this ion propulsion
technologyfromgovernment
laboratories toindustry
and userorganizations.
By all measures the NSTAR program has been an
outstanding success. Aside from an initial hiccup [22],
the operation of the NSTAR ion propulsion system on
DSl has been flawless, andit has successfbllyprovided
the AV required for the July 29, 1999 flyby of asteroid
1992KD.
Consequently,
has
it
resulted in ion
propulsion now being a credible propulsion option for
deep-space missions.
The ion propulsion system on DSl consists of a
.single-string systemwhich includes: one ion engine,
one power processing unit (PPU), one digital interface
and control unit (DCTU), and one xenon feed system
(XFS). In addition, the DSl spacecraft provides a 2axis gimbal mechanism capable ofpointing the ion
engine to 5 5 degrees in each axis. The NSTAR ion
propulsion system is described in detail in Refs. 22-25.
The baseline mission for DSl includes only the
flyby of asteroid1992KD. In successfblly providing
the AV to meet this mission objective the ion
propulsion system operated for a total of 1,800 hours
and processed 12kg of xenon. This resulted in a AV
imparted to the spacecraft of approximately 740 d s .
Theextendedmission
for DS1 is to fly by the
comets Wilson-Hanington (in January 2001)
and
Borelly (in September 2001). To accomplish this will
56 kg of
require the expenditure of anadditional
AV from the ion
propellant
resulting
in
total
a
propulsion system of about 4.5
Ws.
ST4 Ion Propulsion System

TheST4spacecraftin
its flightconfiguration is
showninFig.1.The
ion propulsionsystem includes
three NSTAR ion engines, three PPUs, two DCIUs and
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Fig. 1 ST4 spacecraft in the cruise configuration.

an advancedxenonfeedsystem.Eachionengine
is
Table 1 ST4 IPS Mass List
attached to a two-axis gimbal mechanism capable of
Component
Mass
QtyTotalUnit
pointing the thruster +lo degrees in each axis. The
Mass
Mass
Cont.
propulsion system is controlled by only one DCIU at a
(kg)(kg) 0%)
time, the otherDCIU is maintained as a coldspare. Engine
Ion
3 25.02
8.34
3.75
The PPUs are cross-strapped so thateachPPUcan
PPU
3
14.82 44.46
6.67
operateeither of two engines,andeachengine
is
DCIU 1.40
5.60
2
2.80
attached to two PPUs. This cross-strapping capability
XFS 2.75
9.341
9.34
was designed into the NSTAR PPUs in anticipation of
Tank
1
13.80
13.80
3.40
this type of configuration.
Total
98.22
The advancedxenonfeedsystem
replaces the
bang-bangpressureregulationsystemused
on DSl
The power fkom thesolararray as a function of
with
active
pressure
regulators based
new
on
time into theST4mission
is given inFig.2.The
componentscurrentlyunderdevelopment.Candidates
variationinpower is dueto the changingspacecraft
forthepressureregulatorincludethemultifunction
distance fiom the sun and accounts for the variation in
valve fiom Marotta Scientific Controls,Inc.andthe
solar cell efficiency with temperature and the
effects of
proportional solenoid valve fiom Moog, Inc. The use
radiation damage. The lower curve in this figure is the
of thesenew components enablesthe elimination of the
totalpowerinputtotheionpropulsionsystem.
The
relativelylargeandheavyplenumtanksused
in the
difference between these curves is the power available
DSl X F S .
to the restof the spacecraft.
The mass breakdown of the ion propulsion system
The trajectov for ST4 requires that all three of the
is given in Table 1. This mass list does not include the
ion engines operate simultaneously for approximately
or the the first six months of the mission. After the first six
massesforthegimbals,thewireharnesses,
thermal control hardware, all of which
are book-kept
months no more than two engines are operated at the
with other spacecraft subsystems.
3

Multiple Thruster Operation
The ST4 mission
requires
the
simultaneous
operation of upto three ion engines. With each engine
operating at fullpowerthepropulsionsystem
will
process approximately 7.5 kW of power and produce a
thrust of 276 mN. For this to be successful, undesirable
interactionswithintheionpropulsionsystemand
between the ion propulsion system and the spacecraft
mustbeminimized.Potential
interactions may
be
grouped into five majorcategories:
1.
Thermal - non-uniform
heating
of adjacent
0
200
400
BOO
8W
loa0
1200
1400
thrusters.
Mission Time (days)
2.
ThrusterParticle Efflux - effects oncoupling
Fig. 2 Solar arraypower and total PPU input
voltage, keeper voltages,neutralizer failure, beam
power over the ST4 mission.
plasma potential, and interaction of the primary
ion beams.
3.
RadiatedandConductedEMI.
same time due to limitations on the available power.
4.
Effect on ThrusterLife
changes in accelerator
The power input to each PPU is given in Fig. 3 as a
grid impingement current,flake containment.
h c t i o n of missiontime.
The lowercurve in this
5.
DCIUfaultmanagement.
figure indicates the number of operating engines. All
A review of the literature indicates several instances
operatingthrusters are assumed to run at the same
where
multiple
ion
engines
have been
operated
power level.
simultaneouslyin the samevacuumtestfacility
[26An interesting feature of the data in Fig. 3 is that
321. In general, this body of experience indicates that
the input power per PPU never f d s below about 1.2
operation of multiple ion engines is straight forward.
kW. This is a consequence of the particular trajectory
The thermal environment the thrusters see is
used for this mission. TheNSTAR propulsion hardware
strongly dependent on the particulars of the spacecraft
can be throttledto a PPU input power as low as 525 W,
configuration.Detailedthermal analyses are required
but this deep-throttling capability is does not appear to
whether or not
there
are
multiple thrusters.
The
be needed forST4.
asymmetric heating caused bythe operation of adjacent
thrustersdoes,howeverrequire
a non-axisymmetric
thruster thermal model.
There is essentially no interaction
of
the
primary
ion
beams.
The
beam
current
densities
3*0
downstream of multiple operatingthrusters add linearly
2.6
as if each
thruster
were
operating
singly
[32].
F 2.0
Operation of multiple thrusters has been observed to
have a slightimpact the neutralizercouplingvoltage
n 1.6
and in a waythat is notwellunderstood,butthe
magnitude
of the effect is not significant.
3 1.0
Electromagnetic interactions are highly
k
0.6
hardware
and
configuration
dependent.
Therefore,
measurements of these interactions must be made using
0.0
-hardware representative of the flight hardware. There
0
200
400
800
800
1000
1200
1400
does not, however, appear to be compelling evidence
MISS^ ntm (days)
that suggests this hardware must include the thrusters.
appears
It
that sufficient information
regarding
Fig. 3 Input power per PPU.
electromagnetic interactions between
PPUs
and
betweentheIPSand
the spacecraftcanbeobtained
with the PPUs operatinginto resistive loads.
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Twopossiblemechanismshavebeenidentifiedto
date in which multipleengineoperation may impact
the engine life. Thefirst of these is the effect on the
accelerator grid impingement current. Multiple engine
operation will generatemorecharge-exchangeions
than a single engine and it isnotknownifthiswill
impactthemagnitude or distributionofthe currents
collected by eachengine’saccelerator
grid. If the
magnitudeincreasesorthedistributionchanges,the
service life of the accelerator grid could
be impacted.
The second mechanism concerns the non-uniform
heatingofonethruster
due to theoperation of an
adjacent
thruster.
This
non-uniform
heating
will
change the thermal expansion of the thruster possibly
impactingthecontainment
of thin sputter-deposited
films. Since the behavior of these thin films is not well
understood,thedegree
to which this is a problem
cannot be quantified. It should be noted, however, that
varying sun angles on a spacecraft with a single ion
engine willalsoresultinasymmetricheating
of the
thruster.
Finally, for multiple engine operation the DCIU
must startup, control, and shutdown any combination
of
the three engines on ST4. The software in the NSTAR
DCIU
was
designed
to
handle
multiple
thruster
operation, but this feature could not be tested with the
single-thrustersystemonDS1.Thereappearsto
be
value in testing the DCIU software with multiple PPUs
operating multiple real thrusters. Real thrusters,instead
of resistive loads, are believed to be necessary
to assess
potential timing issues and the ability of the DCIU to
handle off-nominal conditions.
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Fig. 4 Throughput required per enginefor the ST4
mission.
thruster were to fail six months into the mission (after
there isnolonger
the requirement to operate three
thrusterssimultaneously). In this case, the remaining
thrusters must processa total of nearly 160 kgof xenon
each. This is twice the original designgoalforthe
NSTAR thruster. A total throughput of 160kg is
approximately equalto 16,000 hoursof operation atfull
power.
The throughput requirement per thruster could be
mitigatedbysimplyadding
a fourththruster to the
propulsionsystem.
If this were done thenominal
throughput requirement, assuming no thruster failures
wouldbe 88 kgperengine.
In the case where one
thrusterfails atthebeginning
of themission, the
throughput requirement for the remaining thrusters is
thesame as thecurrentST4designwith
no thruster
failures, i.e., 118 kg. The addition of a fourth thruster,
however, is not an attractive option because it would
result in a significant increase in the mass of the ion
propulsion system. This mass increase is the result of
the added thruster mass, as well as the mass of another
gimbal,
additional
feed
system
components,
an
additional wiring harness, and additional miscellaneous
structure. The resulting mass growth of the propulsion
systemwouldseverelyimpact
the massbudgetsthe
otherspacecraftsubsystems.Consequently,theST4
programisstronglymotivated to beabletoflywith
only three ion engines. The critical question is whether
the NSTARionengines
have sufficientthroughput
capability to performthis mission.

Engine Throughput Requirement
Fromthe trajectory analyses a total 350 kg of
xenon is required to perform this mission. Currently a
10%contingencyonthepropellantmass
is being
carried for a total propellant loading of 385 kg.The
amount of propellant processedby each engineis given
data indicate that
in Fig. 4 vs.missiontime.These
eachthrustermustprocessapproximately
118kg of
as one ofits
xenon.
The
NSTAR
program
has
remaining objectives to demonstrate a total propellant
throughputcapabilityperengine
of 125kg.This
demonstration is taking place in an on-going Extended
Lifetime Test (ELT) at JPL. As of the end of May the
thrusterhadsuccessfullyprocessedapproximately
43
kg of xenon.Further details regarding this test are
provided by Anderson [33].
The upper curve in Fig. 4 represents the amount of
propellant each thruster would have to process if one

Engine ThroughputCapability

NSTAR included as an integral part of the program
a task to assess the
service life capability of the ion
J

engine. It was clear at the start of the NSTAR program
that if it were to successfully get ion propulsion into the
mainstreamofpropulsionoptionsavailablefordeepspace missions, that there would bean immediate call
forimprovedengineperformance.Thishasindeed
happened with ST4 requiring a factor of two increase in
the
total
propellant
throughput
capability
for
the
engine.
The NSTAR program's servicelifeassessment
activity is basedontheexecution
of a fewlongduration tests together withprobabilistic analyses of the
principaldamage-accumulation failure modes. This
approach was selected based on the demonstrable fact
thatit is notfeasibletoestablishthe
failure riskof
highlyreliable,long-livedsystems
through testing
has
been
alone
[34].
The
progress
of this task
documented in a series of technical papers[34-421.
Prior to the execution of any of the long-duration
tests under the NSTAR program probabilistic modeling
suggestedcertain failure modeshadrelativelyhigh
failure probabilities for the desired engine service life
[34]. This analysiscaptured the lack of knowledge
associatedwiththe unknown behavior of keydriver
parametersin the models of the importantfailure
modes and expressed it as an increased risk. As more
experiencewasgainedfromlong-durationtests,
the
behavior of the key drivers became better understood
and this improvedknowledge is now reflected as a
reduced failure risk at
a given service life.
Engine FailureModes
The role of long-durationtesting in establishing the
engine servicelife is to:

1. IdentifL previouslyunknown failure modes.
2. Provide
information
to eliminate
analysis
oversights or errors.
3. Characterize the parameters which drive the results
of the analyses.
4. Characterize the engine performance as a function
of time.
Review of the literature of ionengine life testing
together with the long-duration tests perfonned under
theNSTARprogramhaveidentifiedthefollowing
important potential failure mechanisms for the NSTAR
engine.
1. Electron-backstreamingduetoenlargement of the
accelerator grid apertures by ion sputtering.

2. Structuralfailure of the acceleratorgriddue
to
erosion by ion sputtering.
3. Unclearable short between
screen
theand
accelerator grids due to a flake of material formed
fromthedepositionandsubsequentflakingof
sputtered material.
4. Depletion of the cathode low-work-function
material
5. Unclearable short betweenthe keeper electrode and
the cathode due to a flake of material formed from
the deposition of material sputtered off the cathode
orifice plate.
6 . Structuralfailureof
the acceleratorgriddueto
directionimpingement from defocusedbeamlets
caused by flakes of material
on the screen grid.
7. Erosion of the keeper orifice plate resulting in its
structural failure.
8. Structural failure of the screen grid due to erosion
by ion sputtering.
9. Erosion of theneutralizer orifice plate due to
operation in plume mode
for extended duration.
10. Cathode heaterfailure due to thermal cycling.
Each of thesefailuremodes
is discussedbelow in
reference to its potential impactto the ST4 mission.
CathodeHeaterFailure. Failure duetothermal
cycling of the cathode heater is not expected to be a
significant riskbecause at most only a fewhundred
onloff cycles are requiredfor deep-space missions such
as ST4.Extensivetesting
of the cathode heaters has
been performed to veri@ that they have less than a 1%
6000 cycles [43].
chance of failure after
Neutralizer Orifice Plate Failure. Excessive
erosion of the neutralizer orifice plate can occur during
extended
operation
in
plume mode, a mode
characterized by a visibleplumecomingfromthe
neutralizer.Undernormal
operating conditionsthe
neutralizer flow rateis set at a level selected to prevent
plume-modeoperationthroughout the enginelife. If
this selection is done incorrectly it is conceivable that
the neutralizer could enter plume
mode at some pointin
the
mission
due
to aging effects. The
current
neutralizer flow rates have beenselected based on data
collected in the NSTAR 8,000-hr test[42].Theongoing ELT [33] will provide information regarding the
neutralizer
behavior
beyond
8,000 hours
and
if
necessary the neutralizer flow rate could be increased
to assure that the neutralizer stays out of plume mode
throughout the mission. This would result in a small
overall reductionin the thruster'performance.

Screen Grid Structural Failure.
Structural
failure of thescreengrid
by ionsputtering h a s been
treated
probabilistically
[38]. Most of the
erosion
damage to the screen grid is believed tobecausedby
multiply
charged
ions
produced
in the
discharge
chamber. Consequently, this failure mode is very
sensitive to the ratio of double to single ion production
rates, as well as to the potential difference between the
screen grid andthe discharge chamberplasma.The
time to failure of the screen grid is given in [38] as,

Symbol
'4 h

Table 2 Parameters for Eq. ( I )
Definition Values
0.06587
Active gnd area [m2]

L'

Electron charge [coul.]

I .6x1O-l9

fs

Beam current flatness
Darameter
Double
ion
ratio
correction
to centerlineparameter
Beam Curent [A]

0.40 to
0.46
1.40 to
1.67
1.76 2 1%

"

1

fd
Jb

Massofscreen
, .

grid atom

I 0.15 to

4

vd

Discharge voltage [VI

24.5 to

Y+

Single ion sputter yield =
1.06~10"+ ( V ~ 2 4 . 8 ) ~
[atomdion]
Double ion sputteryield =
1 .O6x1o5
+ (2 V~24.8)'
[atomdion]
Density of screen grid
material [kg/m3]
Screen gridtransparency to
ions
Screen grid openarea
fraction

+50%
-

Y++

P

4f
(PS

I

I

1.59~10-

I Measured double to single
currention
ratio
Screen grid thickness [m]

R+"
whichsimply describes the time required to sputtererode completelythrough
the screen grid on the
centerline of the thruster. All of the symbols in Eq. (1)
are defined in Table 2. Also listed in this table are the
ranges for eachparameter that cannot be specified
exactly. Theuncertainty in the values of thesekey
parameters is handled probabilistically using a Monte
Carlo simulation. A value for each
parameter
is
selected at random fiom within its allowable range of
values. The time to screen grid structural failure, Ta, is
then calculated from Eq. (1). The process is repeated
typically 100,000 times.Because
the values of the
input parameters vary, the calculated failure times will
form a distribution. This analysis indicates that the
peak in the failure distribution shown iri Fig. 5 occurs at
approximately 27,000 hours of operation at full power.
Normalizing this distribution and then integrating over
different run times results in the curve of the failure
probability versus run time given in Fig. 6. This figure
suggests that there is less th& 1 chancein 1000 that the
screen grid will fail after 16,000 hours of operation at
full power,which is equivalent to athroughput of
160 kg.
These calculations assume that all of the xenon is
processed
at
the engine's full
power
point,
an
assumption which significantly simplifies the
calculations. In reality the engines will be run over the
throttling curve given in Fig. 3. It can be shown using
Eq. (l), however, that the full power point is the most
stressing case. That is, from the standpoint of screen
grid failure, the total engine throughput capability is
smallestwhen operated atfullpower.Therefore,
the
failure risk curve in Fig. 6 is conservative.
Another major source of uncertainty in this analysis
comes fiom the low-energy sputter-yield values used to

I

0.20
3 . 8 0 ~ 1 01~
26.0

250%
10220
0.82

I
0.67

determine the screen grid erosion rates. Since there is
no sputter-yield data in the literature over the voltage
range of interest (24 V to 60 V), an extrapolation of
sputter-yield data obtained athigher energies to the
energy rangeofinterestwas
performed usingan
approach described
Rawlin
by
Since
[44].
extrapolations are inherently uncertain, an uncertainty
of250% wasaddedtothe
calculated sputter-yield
values. There are activities currently underwayto
measure the sputter-yield of molybdenum
at
low
energy, but these have not yet
produced reliable data
[45]. In the meantime the analysis of the screen grid
erosion captures this lack of knowledge in the form of
increased failure risk. Finally, it
should be noted, that
the screeen grid, after the 8,000-hr test, showed very
little erosion [421.
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Fig. 5 Failure probability distribution for screen
grid wear-out.
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Fig. 6 Screen grid failurerisk versus run time at
full power.
CathodeKeeperFailure.
TheNSTAR thruster
employs an enclosed cathode keeperassembly. This
keeper assembly was added to reduce the amount of
sputter-erosionon the cathode.Thekeeperelectrode
acts as a physical shield protecting the cathode, and as a
result, the keeper itself is subject to ion sputtering. In
the 8,000-hr test the keeper electrode lost 35% to 38%
location
of its original thickness at a radial
approximately one third of the way between the edge of
the keeper orifice and the outer diameter of the keeper
[42]. A detailed analysis of this failure mode has not
been
performed,
however,
if this erosion rate is
extrapolated linearly in time it suggests that the keeper
willbeerodedcompletelythroughafter
21,000 to
23,000hours of operationatfullpower.
If greater
margins are required, the keeper electrode could easily
be made thicker in the region subject to the greatest

erosion, or it could be made from a moresputterresistant material [42].
RogueAcceleratorGridHoles.
Some of the
material sputtered from the wallsof the accelerator grid
apertures gets deposited on the downstream surface of
the screen grid. In the 8,000-hr test coatings on the
screengrid as thick as 10 pm weremeasured [42].
These coatings could flake off and potentially short the
g r i d s . Sufficiently thick flakes will be unclearable by
the grid clearing circuit. Priortothis,however,
it is
more likely that thesputter-deposited coatings will start
to fail mechanically resulting in flakes of material that
are loosely attached to the screen grid, but may now be
intruding into the screen grid apertures.
These
intrusions willhave the effect of defocusing the ion
beamlets resulting in direct ion impingementon the
accelerator grid.Directionimpingementwill
cause
rapid local erosion of the accelerator grid resulting in a
significantly largerand asymmetric accelerator grid
hole.
Appearance
of such
“rogue”
holes is not
uncommon. One such hole was observed in the 1,000hr test [37].
Any flake of material that comestoreston
the
screen grid can also potentially cause the formation of
rogue holes in the accelerator grid. During propulsion
systemoperation
there is aweek
force that will
accelerate any loose material in the discharge chamber
toward the screengrid. This differs fiom the ground
test configuration used in the NSTAR life tests. In this
configuration the engine is mounted horizontally so that
the ion beam is approximately parallel to the Earth’s
surface. With this orientation, any loose material in the
discharge chamber will not fall toward
the grids, but
rather will fall toward the side of the thruster. A few
flakes of material were found at this location after the
8,000-hrtest. In space,these flakes of materialmay
havereachedthescreen
grid andmayhave
created
rogue holes in the accelerator grid.
A rogue holein the accelerator gridwill be a
problem only if it is sufflciently large that electonbackstreaming can occur or if the erosion geometry is
such that it resultsina
piece of accelerator grid
webbing coming loose and shorting the grids together.
.This places a premium on minimizing debris that can
get into the engineandon keeping sputter-deposited
material inside the engine from forming loose flakes.
Cathode Keeper Deposits. The NSTAR 8,000-hr
test identified anew failure mode. This failure mode
results fi-om the deposition of material sputtered from
the cathode orifice plate onto the upstream side of the
cathode keeperelectrode.Material
deposits of up to

50 pm were found the conclusion of the 8,000-hr test
1421. Thesewere by far thethickestmaterialdeposits
found anywhere in the thruster. Ifthismaterial flakes
off, it couldshortthekeeperto
the cathode,making
ignition of the cathode much less likely, or itcould
short the accelerator system electrodes with a material
flakethatmaybetoobigtobeclearedwiththegrid
clearing circuit. At t h ~ stime themaximum size of a
molybdenum or tungsten flake that can be cleared by
the grid clearing circuit is unknown, but there are plans
for the NSTAR program to obtain this information. In
addition,slight modifications to the keeper could be
made to significantlyimprove the adherence of sputterdeposited material. For the thruster used in the 8,000hr test this surface was not subjected to any kind
of
flake containment treatment since it was not recognized
as a significant deposition site prior to the 8,000-hr test.
Hollow Cathode Life. The end of life for a hollow
cathode will typically manifest itself as a failure to
start. This d l occur when there is insufficient lowwork function material available at the emitter surface
to provide enough fiee electrons at the cathode’s
ignition temperature to initiate breakdown of the xenon
gas for the applied ignition voltage.
Higher
temperatures andhigher
ignition voltages facilitate
cathode ignition.
The
cathode is engineered to
establish an insert temperature typically between
1100°C and 1200°C for startup. The ignition voltage is
limited to 650 V for the NSTAR engine because this
voltage level has beenshown
to produce reliable
cathode ignition in the Space Station Plasma Contactor
development program.Higher
voltages are possible,
butcomeat
the expense of increasedcomplexity
associated with handlingthe higher voltage level.
The longest durationtest of a xenon hollow cathode
on record is the 28,700-hr test performed by SarverVerhey [46,47]. This cathode is the same diameter and
uses the same insert as the NSTAR ion engine cathode,
and was operated at an emissioncurrent of 12 A forthe
entire endurance test.The test wasterminatedwhen
the cathode failed to start after 28,700 hours. Post-test
analysis of the cathode confirmed that the cathode
insert had reached the end of its service life [47]. This
test demonstrated a total emitted charge capability of
334,000 A-hrs. Inspection of the test results, however,
indicates that
after
23,000
hours
the cathode
temperature started to rise rapidly [47]. In addition, the
voltagerequiredtoignite
the cathode exceeded the
650-V capability of the NSTAR ignitor circuit at this
time. Therefore, amore conservative estimate would

place the cathode end-of-life at 23,000 hours for a total
charge transfer of276,000 A-hrs.
The emission current for the NSTAR ion engine at
fullpowerchanges
as afunction
of time asthe
accelerator grid apertures enlarge due to ion sputtering.
Forthefirst
2,000 hours of the 8,000-hr test the
discharge current
was
between
13
A and 14 A.
Between 2,000 hrs and 4,000 hrs the discharge current
A andthe discharge currentstayed
increasedto15
roughly between 15.0 A and 15.5 A over the last 4,000
hours of the
test
[42]. In the ongoing ELT the
discharge currentatfullpower
has increasedslowly
fiom about 14 A at 500 hours to 14.5 A at 4,300 hours
[33]. The discharge current inthe ELT is slightly lower
than that inthe8,000-hrtest
because the discharge
voltage is slightly higher. The higher discharge voltage
is believed to be the result of the ELT flow rates being
approximately 2% lower than in the 8,000-hr test. The
higher discharge voltage will affect the screen grid life
so there is atrade-offbetween
screen grid life and
cathode life.
Thecathodeemission
current is the difference
between the discharge current and the beamcurrent.
Assuming a constant discharge current of 15 A and a
beam current of 1.76 A, the emission current is 13.2 A.
If the total emitted charge capability of the cathode is
given by the lower estimate of 276,000 A-hrs, then the
cathode life is 20,800hours for thruster operation at
fidl power. If the higher value for total emitted charge
capability is used, i.e., 334,000 A-hrs, then the cathode
life is 25,000hours.These
estimates, unfortunately,
are highly uncertain since the rate at which the lowwork-function material gets depleted in the cathode is
known to be a function of the insert temperature, and
how the temperature of the insert for the cathode inside
the NSTAR ion engine relates to the insert temperature
for the cathode in the 28,700-hr test is unknown. The
cathode thermal environment in Sarver-Verhey’s test is
substantially different than that inside the ionengine.
Probabilistic modeling of the cathode life has not been
performed so thisuncertainty
cannot currently be
quantified.
Grid
shorts.
The relatively small
separation
between
screen
and
the
accelerator grids
(approximately 0.6 mm) can easily be bridged by debris
fiom many sources resulting in a
grid short. For this
reason the NSTAR PPU includes a grid-clearing circuit
whose sole function is toremove this debris andreestablish the ability of the accelerator system to standoff thetotalvoltage applied between the grids. The
grid-clearing circuit and its capabilities are described in
9

detail by Goodfellow [48]. There are numerous debris
sources that are not related to thruster wear, but rather
are byproducts of the thruster, spacecraft and/or launch
vehiclefabricationandcleanliness.Thesesources
of
debris, while important. do not contribute
towear-out
failures. (One exception could be debris that comes to
rest on the screen grid causing the formation of rogue
holes in the accelerator grid.)
Wear-related debris comesfromtheflaking
or
spalling of sputter-deposited material. There are three
principle locations that could be sources for this
material.
The
first
is the walls of the discharge
chamber.The discharge chamberwalls receive anet
deposition ofmaterial sputtered primarilyfrom the
screenand accelerator grids. In the 8,000-hr test the
thickest films found on the dischargechamber walls
walls of the
were only about 10 pm thick[42].The
discharge chamber are covered with a grid-blasted wire
meshdesignedtoinhibit
the spalling of sputterdeposited material.The
limitations of this sputtercontainment approach are not known, but its likely that
coatings several times that observed in the 8,000-hr test
can be successfully prevented from
spalling.
Consequently, flaking of material sputter-deposited on
the walls of the discharge chamber is not believed tobe
a significantfailure risk for the ST4 mission.
Thesecond source location for materialflakes is
the downstream side of the screen grid. As mentioned
earlier, this location receives net
a deposition
of
material sputteredfrom the accelerator grid. Flakes
formed in thisregion are very likely to short thegrids if
they are physically large enough to bridge the gap. If
this occurs, continued operationof the engine must rely
on the successfulremoval of thisshortby the gridclearing circuit.
The third source location for material flakes, was
also mentioned earlier, and that was the upstream side
of the keeper electrode. Sputter-deposits of tungsten
films as thick as 50 pm were found at this location after
the 8,000-hr test.
Thick,
tungsten
flakes may
be
difficult for the grid-clearing circuit to clear, therefore,
preventing these coatings from flaking off should be a
high priority for the ST4 ion engine design.
Accelerator Grid StructuralFailure. Structural
failure of the accelerator grid due to erosion by chargeexchange been
ions
has
studied
extensively
[34,35,37,38,40,41]. These studies calculate the time to
structural failure of the accelerator gridbasedonthe
removal of material from the “pits & grooves” erosion
pattern that characterizes the wear on the downstream
surface of the accelerator grid. End of life is defined

Table 3 Parameters
forfor Eqs. (2)
Values
0.06587
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,, Active grid area [n
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[m2]
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1 . 610“’
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I
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I 4 t o 10
potential [VI
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.
0
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to beam currentratio
Fraction of accelerator
grid current striking the
pits & grooves erosion
pattern
Sputter yield parameter
for pits & grooves
erosion
area fraction
Width of thepits &
grooves erosionpattern
at the center of the grids

0.7 to 0.8

O.OSl/P

4.50~10~
to
575x1OJ

when the erosion pattern penetrates completely through
the grid thickness at the center of the grid. The time
required to do this is given by,

where the parametersand their values or ranges of
values are defined in Table 3. The ranges given in this
tablerepresentthebest
current understanding of the
possible values that each of these parameters can have.
The parameters a and j;, characterize the uncertainty
in the erosion geometry. The spread in values given for
these parameters is consistentwith
the variability
observed in the NSTAR long-duration test program.
The parameters p and Apg capture the uncertainty in the
erosion rate in the pits and grooves pattern. For a given
value of /3, the value of Apg is selected Corn a range that
depends on p so that the resulting erosion rates are also
within the variability observed in the NSTARlongduration
tests.
The intrinsic variability of these
than
that
parameter is expected to be smaller
represented in Table 3 so that these ranges will likely
be reduced as more information is obtained.
Using Eq. (2) in the same probabilistic
methodology described for the screen grid erosion
characterized by Eq. (1) results in a B 1 life (1 chance in
100 of failing) of about 22,000 hours for a fured
accelerator grid voltage of -180 V. If instead, the
accelerator grid voltage is fixed at -250 V (the limit of
the accelerator supply in the NSTAR PPU), then the B 1
life is reduced to about 15,000 hours as indicated in
Fig. 7.
Electron-backstreaming. Electron-backstreaming
occurs when the accelerator grid can no longer prevent
electrons in the beam plasma from traveling back into
the positive-high-voltage engine. The magnitude of the
negative voltage applied to the accelerator grid that is
required to prevent electron-backstreaming is primarily

a function of the positive high voltage, the thickness of
the
accelerator
grid,
the
screen-accelerator grid
separation, the ion current density, and the accelerator
grid hole diameter.
Computer models can readily calculate the effects
of theseparameters on thelocalpotential across the
accelerator grid
aperture.
An axisymmetric code,
K. Ishihara
and
Y. Arakawa of the
written
by
University of Tokyo, providesavery simple tool to
illustrate these effects. Whenusing this code in this
study, the onset of electron-backstreaming was defined,
forgiven
a geometry,
as the smallest magnitude
accelerator gridvoltagewhichwouldresultinno
negative equipotential contours spanning the
accelerator grid aperture.With
no negative voltage
coutours spanning the grid aperture, there is no
potential barrier to prevent the backstreaming of
electons. While this definition is probably not strictly
correct, it is expected to be a reasonable approximation
because the temperature of the electrons in the beam
plasma is low (typically 1 or 2 eV).
Erosion of theaccelerator grid apertures byion
sputtering during normal engine operation will increase
the hole diameters as a function of run time. The effect
of accelerator hole diameter increase on the electronbackstreaming voltage is given in Fig. 8 based on the
Ishihara-Arakawacode.The
calculations weremade
for an ion current
density
corresponding to a
normalized perveanceperhole of 2 . 1 ~ 1 0A N~3~" , a
beam voltage of 1100 V, a discharge voltage of 25 V,
and a discharge chamber electron temperature of 5 eV.
The
normalized
perveance
per hole (NPPH) is
proportional to the ion current density and is defined in
I
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4
1.1

Fig. 7 Risks for accelerator grid structural failure
with -180 V and -250 V on the accelerator grid.
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Fig. 8 The electron-backstreaming voltage is a
linear functionof the accelerator grid hole
diameter.
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enlargerapidly as thecusps are removedandthen
subsequently increase ata slower rate.
To simplifL the problem, the cross-section of the
cusps were approximated as triangles as shown in Fig.
10. With this simplifying geometxy and the assumption
thatall of theion fluxresponsibleforerodingthe
accelerator grid apertures first removes the cusps before
erodinganyotherpart
of the holewall,therate
of
increase of the accelerator gridholes can be calculated.
Once the cusp is removed
the
diameter
of
the
accelerator grid aperture as a function of run time may
be given as,

I

0.66

Fig. 9 The
electron-backstreaming
voltage
sensitive to the grid gap.

0.68

0.70

da =

is very

= 12091:

- 16751, + 166.7da+ 520.5

4 ~ b a a ~ m g ~ ~( >1 ;- l h

ZP e t a f a N h

Ref 49. The value of 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 A- ~N 3 " corresponds to
the value expected at the
center of the NSTAR grids for
operationat 'full power.Changes
in thedischarge
voltageanddischargechamberelectrontemperature
have
only
very
minor
effects on the electronbackstreaming voltage andcan be safely neglected.
The electron-backstreaming voltage is seen to be a
linearfunction of the acceleratorgridholediameter
with a slope of about 170 V/mm. In addition, the
electron-backstreaming voltageis a non-linear function
of the grid gap as shown in Fig. 9. The slopes of the
curves in Fig. 9 range from about 80 to 250 Vlmm for
the given span of grid gaps. Consequently, a 0.01-mm
change in the grid separationcould change the electronbackstreaming voltage bya couple of volts. The data in
Figs. 8 and 9 can be combined to provide the following
expression for the electron-backstreaming voltage as a
function of the grid gap, l,, and the accelerator hole
diameter, da, forthe NPPH andbeamvoltagegiven
above,

V,,

[

were do is the accelerator grid hole diameter after the
cusp has been removed. The rest of the parameters in
this equation aredefined in Tables 3 and 4.
The valueforthe
combination of parameters,
(1-p )Ah & cannot be specified a priori. Consequently,
the value for (1-p )Ah y
a was selected so that the final
accelerator grid hole diameter calculated fkom E q . (4)
with T = 8.2 khrs, and accounting for the time required
to remove the cusps, would agree with the post-8,000hr-test measurements of the hole diameter in the center
of the grid [42]. To force this agreement requiresthat,

Ja

which is not unreasonable.
Combining Eqs. 3, 4 and 5 and accounting for the
erosion of the cusps enables calculation of the electron-

(3)

where &, is in volts for 1, and dain milimeters.
Enlargement of theacceleratorgridaperturesis
causedbyionsputtering.Itshould,therefore,be
a
straightforward process to calculate the rate
atwhich
theaperturediameterincreasesforoperationatfull
power.
Unfortunately,
the fabrication of the
grid
apertures uses a 50150 chemical etching process. This
results in a hole that does not have straight cylindrical
walls, but rather hasa cusp-like geometry when viewed
in cross-section [42]. Thus, even for constant operating
conditions,
accelerator
the apertures
may
initially
12
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Table 4 Parameters for Eqs. (3)-(7)
Definition
Values
Symbol
I .27x 10-j
4,
Accelerator grid hole
diameter after the cusp has
been removed [m]
0~
Screen-Acceleratorgrid gap 5 . 9 ~ 1 to
’*
Tml
6.6~10~
Nh
I Number of holesthe
in
I 15,400
accelerator grid
T
Run Time [s]

130
2

0

10

Ah

Run Time (khrr)

Fig. 11 Comparison of the electron-backstreaming
model with data from the 8,000-hr
LDT and the
ongoing ELT.

P

backstreaming
voltage
as a function of time for
conditions correspondingto the 8,000-hr and ELT tests.
Comparison of the model
with
the electronbackstreaming data from these tests [33,42] is given in
Fig. 11 for a grid gap of 0.66 mm. The data in this
figure indicates that the model slightly under predicts
the slope of the electron-backstreaming variation with
time. Thus, the model is optimistic when extrapolated
to longer times. In addition, it shows that the transient
associated with the removal of the cusps lasts
approximately2,000 hours.
Themodelcan
be recast to calculate the time
required to reach the onset of electron-backstreaming.
This time is given as,

where,

D=

Vu - 12091; + 16751,
166.7

- 520.5
(7)

represents the hole diameter at which
electronbackstreaming occurs for an accelerator voltage of V,.
The actual time to the onset of electron-backstreaming
is given by Eq. (6) plus the time required to remove the
cusps (approximately 2,000 hours).Thevalues
or
ranges of values for the parameters in Eqs. 6 and 7 are
given in Tables 3and
4. In these equations, the
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Sputter yield parameterfor
hole erosion
of accelerator grid
material [kg/m3]

0.5 to 1.0

10220 Density

parametersf a and Ig affect the erosion geometry, while
the parameters /3 and &, affect the erosionrate.The
allowable ranges of values for fa, p and &, result in
possible values for (1-p)&/fa that can be approximately
a factor of two greater than or less than that given in
Eq. (5). In addition, the allowable values of p and Ah
permit a factor of three variation in the erosion rate of
the accelerator grid holes.
With these values a Monte Carlo simulation,
assuming a constantaccelerator grid voltage of -180 V,
results in the failure risk shown as the left-most curve
in Fig. 12. This curve shows that there is a very high
probability that electron-backstreaming will occur
before 16,000 hours of operation at full power. Indeed,
there is a 50% chance that it will occur at 10,000 hours.
The calculated distribution of total mass loss rates fiom
the holes is given in Fig. 13. The mass loss rate fiom
the holes in the 8,000-hr test was estimated to be
approximately 1.1 @hr [42]. The higher erosion rates
calculated in the simulation result fromthelack
of
knowledge regarding the allowable values of some of
the key parameters. As before, this lack of knowledge
shows up as an increased failure risk.
To delay the onset of electron backstreaming, the
magnitude of the accelerator voltage could be
increased. TheNSTAR PPU has the capability to
operate with an accelerator grid voltage as negative as
-250 V. Rerunning the Monte Carlo simulation with
the accelerator grid voltage fixed at this level results in
the middle curve in Fig. 12. This change has increased
the B1 life from about 5,000 hours toapproximately
16,000 hours. Clearly, the beneficial effect of making
the accelerator grid
more
negative outweighs the
increased
erosion
rate associated with
the
greater

Combined Failure Modes

The data in Fig. 12 demonstrate that accelerator
grid voltages morenegative
than -180 V will be
required to prevent electron-backstreaming for engine
lifetimes of theorder of thatrequiredbytheST4
mission.Makingthe
accelerator gridmorenegative
will increase the erosion rate in the pits & grooves
pattern on the downstream side of the grid and hasten
the structural failure of the grid. Thus,these two
o.ool-I~"'!''~'!'~~~~!~~'~!~'.''!'"'!''"!~~~LJ
failure modes arecoupled.
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
These failure modes are M e r coupled by the grid
Run Time (khrr)
geometry. With an accelerator grid voltage of -250 V
Fig. 12 Electron-backstreaming failure risk for
the accelerator grid holes canerode to a diameter which
fixed accelerator grid voltages
of -180V and -250V
will intersect the pits & grooves erosion pattern before
and for the case where the accelerator grid voltage
they are large enough to reach the onset of electronis decreased step-wise from -180V to -250V.
backstreaming.
Thus,
the maximum
allowable
accelerator grid holediameter is not dictated by the
limit of the accelerator grid power supply, but rather by
the width of the pits & grooves erosion pattem. For
the 8,000-hr test this width ranged from about 450 to
575 p at the center of the grid and was found to be
approximately constant in time during the 8,000-hr test
[42]. The center-to-center hole spacing for the NSTAR
grids is 2.2098 mm. Therefore, the maximum diameter
the accelerator holes can grow to before intersecting the
pits & grooves erosion pattern is
I000
I

0

0

0
0.50

1

.oo

1.50

2.00

1.63
mm < (do)- < 1.76 mm

2.50

(8)

Mass Loss Rads from the H o l e s (g/khr)

A Monte Carlo simulation of the coupled failure
modes using the parameter values in Tables 3and 4
results in the failure risk curve given in Fig. 14. This
curve indicates that the Bl life for the accelerator grid
In addition, this simulation
is about 16,000hours.
indicated that about24% of the failures are dueto
erosion in the pits & groove pattern, and 76% of the
failures are due
to
accelerator grid aperture
enlargement. The failure distribution for this case is
giveninFig. 15. Thepeak of thefailuredistribution
occurs at approximately 26,000 hours.
The accelerator grid failure risk is compared to that
.forthe screen grid in Fig. 16. The left-hand tail of both
of the failure distributions is driven by uncertainty in
thebehavior
of critical parameters in the model.
Never-the-less,
even
with
this added
risk
due
to
shortcomings in OUT understanding, the calculated
failure risks for the required 16,000-hr service life are
less than 1 in 100, which is acceptable. In addition, it
should again be remembered that these calculations are

Fig. 13 Distribution of calculated total mass lost
from the accelerator grid
holes at failure.

voltage
magnitude.
However,
the
more
negative
accelerator grid also increases the erosion rate on the
downstream surface of the grid as was shownin Fig. 8.
A fiuther refinement can be obtained by increasing
the magnitudeof the accelerator grid voltage in discrete
increments to maintain a specified voltage margin from
the electron-backstreaming limit. The right-most curve
in Fig. 12 shows the results of such a calculation where
the accelerator grid voltage was made more negativein
10 V increments andaminimum10
V marginwas
maintained from the electron-backstreaming limit until
the -250 V limit of the accelerator grid power supply
wasreached. This approach appears tohaveonlya
minor benefit for this failure mode.
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Fig. 14 Accelerator grid failure risk for the
combined failure modesof electron-backstreaming
and structural failure due to erosion
on the
downstream surfaceof the grid.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of screen grid and accelerator
grid failure risks.
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Fig. 15 Accelerator grid failuredistribution for the
combined failure modes.
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Fig. 17 Calculated distribution of total mass lost
from the accelerator gridat failure for the
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Conclusions

for operation at full power which is the most stressing
case. Therefore, even though the lower slope exhibited
in Fig.11maymake
the electronby themodel
backstreaming
model
slightly optimistic the
conservatismimplied by consideringonly full power
operation is believed to result in the overall model still
being conservative
Finally, the totalcalculatedmass
loss from the
accelerator grid at failure (either structurally or from
electron-backstreaming) is given in Fig.17. The most
probable
value
corresponds
to
a mass loss of
approximately 80 g.

Ionpropulsion is an enablingtechnology for the
ST4/Champollioncometlandermissionin
the sense
thatitmakesthemission
affordable. TheST4ion
propulsionsystemis
a three-engine versionofthe
NSTAR hardware that is currently flying on DSl. This
system will carry 385 kg of xenon to provide a AV of
11.4 M s . Mass and cost constraints place a high
premium on being able to accomplish this mission with
only three NSTAR ion engines. This requires that the
engines be capable of processing approximately 160
kg

15

of xenoneach,ornearlytwicetheoriginalpropellant
throughput objective for the NSTAR program.
A detailedreviewofthehistory
of ionengine
endurance testing andtheendurancetestexperience
obtained through the NSTAR program has resulted in
the identification of ten potentially significant wear-out
failure modes.Thesefailuremodesinclude:electronbackstreamingduetoenlargement
of the accelerator
grid apertures; structural failure of the accelerator grid;
unclearable grid shorts; depletion of the cathode lowwork-function material; accelerator grid failure due to
rogue-holeformation; structural failure of thekeeper
orifice plate; structural failureof the screen grid; failure
of theneutralizerduetoplume-modeoperation;and
failure of the cathode or neutralizer heater from thermal
cycling. Probabilistic modeling of thescreenand
accelerator gridfailuremodes
indicates that these
modes do not pose an unacceptable risk for the ST4
mission.Lesssophisticatedevaluation
of the other
failure modesalsosuggests that none of these pose
unacceptable risks. Therefore,performing
the ST4
mission the three-ion-engine system currently baselined
appears to be within the capability of the NSTAR ion
engine.
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